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Preamble

Research involving people in situations of forced migration deepens our understanding of their experiences and has the potential to inform evidence-based decision-making, but also poses particular ethical challenges and opportunities. This document is intended to provide researchers, community organizations, and people in situations of forced migration with information on the particularities of forced migration contexts to complement established ethical principles and frameworks on research with human subjects more generally. They draw on good practices identified in a scan of civil society and government documents and academic literature (see appendix 3 for a list of resources). Forced migration research contexts are particular several ways:

1. People who flee across borders are subject to legal rights and opportunities that are different from those for citizens born in the host country. The right to remain in the host country can be revoked or jeopardized on the basis of data collected during research. Given this precarious legal status, researchers working with people in situations of forced migration need to carefully consider ethical obligations to minimize risks.

2. Displaced people are often in situations of unequal power relations where they depend on sponsors, service providers, and/or the government for survival and/or legal status. This extreme dependence may call into question the voluntary nature of consent to participate in research conducted by, or in partnership with, such organizations.

3. Given the operation of groups deemed to be engaged in terrorism in countries of origin and asylum, research may run into conflict with anti-terrorist legislation. For example, research respondents may disclose links to, or express sympathy with the objectives of, groups deemed to have terrorist aims. Because researchers are not protected by similar legal privileges for doctors and lawyers, there may be limits to confidentiality of information, posing ethical challenges.

4. Throughout the process of asylum, displaced people are called upon to tell their story many times: to immigration officials, to legal professionals, to service providers, and to decision-makers. Researchers’ questions may add to the burden of recalling painful experiences of conflict, violence, violations, and abuse.

5. While academic research has the potential to contribute to improved policy and programming for people in situations of forced migration, findings are not always shared with displaced people and non-academic partners in an accessible and timely manner.

Definitions

In this document, research is defined as any activity that involves data collection and knowledge creation with and by people in situations of displacement. This includes, but is not limited to, interviews, focus group discussions, surveys, experiments, observation, and access to case files, administrative data, and auto-ethnographies involving third-party participant data collection. It should be noted that not all of these research activities are necessarily subject to Research Ethics Board approval; however, this document sets out...
principles of good practice that should be considered whenever research is undertaken in contexts of forced migration. “People in situations of forced migration” includes a broad spectrum of displacement, including refugee claimants, those with refugee status, people whose refugee claims have been rejected, trafficked persons, and internally displaced persons. The ethical considerations set out in this document apply to all groups who have been forced to leave their homes, not just those individuals who have refugee status.

**Guiding Principles**

Our research with people in situations of forced migration will be guided by the following key principles:

**Equity**

We will strive to make our research relationships as equitable as possible, by being conscious of power dynamics and guarding against risks of abuse of power.

- We will select research respondents and research teams on the basis of equitable principles.
- We will include a diversity of perspectives and avoid assumptions based on gender, sexual orientation, age, ability, religion, culture, ethnicity, or nationality.
- We will be aware of our own positionality, biases, and responsibility in the research process.
- We will work to develop mutual trust in relationships.

**Right to Self-Determination**

We will respect and support the right of people in contexts of forced migration to make their own decisions about their lives and the degree of participation in research processes.

- We will privilege the rights and well-being of research respondents over the objectives of the research.
- We will uphold the dignity of our respondents in our portrayal of them—individually and collectively.

**Competence**

We will respect our duty to act competently.

- We will select appropriate research methods.
- We will acquire appropriate cultural and diversity understanding.
- We will screen, train, and supervise research assistants and interpreters.
- We will provide research respondents with accurate information on their rights.
- We will recognize our own limits and make appropriate referrals when research respondents demonstrate needs and/or request information.
- We will accept a duty of care.

**Partnership**

We will include relevant partners in our research throughout the research process: from design to data collection and analysis to dissemination of results.

- We will develop appropriate protocols and mechanisms to ensure full participation of relevant partners.
- We will decide in advance on culturally appropriate conflict resolution mechanisms in case of disputes over methods, design, or dissemination.
- We will promote co-ownership of the research and respectfully acknowledge each partner’s contributions. In cases where co-authorship is not possible, such as degree requirements that students be solely responsible for writing papers or dissertations, this will be clearly explained to all involved in the research from the beginning of the research process.

**Application of Key Ethical Principles to Research in Contexts of Forced Migration**

**Voluntary, Informed Consent**

All research respondents must voluntarily and formally consent to participate in research after having been informed of the potential risks and benefits of their participation. They must be able to withdraw from the research at any time. The following issues should be taken into account when obtaining voluntary, informed consent from people in situations of forced migration:

- Displaced people who have had negative interactions with authorities and/or from different cultural traditions may be suspicious of written consent forms. Oral consent should be provided as an option in these cases, with clear procedures on how to obtain and record such oral consent.
- Researchers may rely on service providers or refugee organizations to gain access to potential respondents. However, only the research respondents themselves can consent to participate. In cases where gatekeepers have been involved, it is important that potential research respondents understand their right to refuse to participate at any stage in the research process, and that this refusal will not affect service provision or level of care. Further consideration should also be given to how the anonymity of the participants will be guaranteed, given that they have been referred by an agency/service provider. This must be clearly articulated in both the protocol and consent process.
- While financial compensation can be offered for people’s time and/or child care and/or transportation costs in order to remove barriers to participation, it should be proportionate and reasonable. Displaced people in financial need should not feel pressured to participate...
for financial reasons. Compensation must not be tied to or depend upon completion of the research study.

- Research rarely directly benefits individual respondents. This needs to be clearly explained to people in situations of forced migration, so that they do not participate only in the hope that their participation will bring direct material, legal, or other benefits.

- Respondents should be made aware of the financial, emotional, community/social, and other risks of participating, particularly the limits of confidentiality on any disclosure of criminality or self-harm, as discussed below.

Confidentiality and Privacy
Researchers have a duty to protect respondents’ personal information and not disclose any identifying characteristics that would compromise anonymity, especially if sample sizes are small. In particular, the following considerations should apply to research in forced migration contexts:

- Researchers have limited legal protection when third parties use subpoenas in criminal proceedings and civil litigation. This issue is particularly significant, given the criminalization of migration and far-reaching anti-terrorism legislation. Research subjects should be made aware of these risks. Researchers should avoid collecting potentially incriminating data and only those directly relevant to the research topic. These data should be completely anonymized immediately upon collection, so that no information can be directly linked to a particular individual. Wherever and whenever possible, researchers should avoid collecting data with personal identifiers.

- Researchers and respondents should also be aware that electronic survey tools with servers that are housed outside of Canada are subject to third country legislation, including, in some cases, access to all data collected. In these cases, the consent form should include information on access and storage and potential limits to confidentiality.

- In some cases, the identification of research subjects can have serious consequences for their safety, well-being, migration status, and/or eligibility for services. In these instances, confidentiality of information is paramount. Researchers should take extra care to encrypt and securely store data and to remove any characteristics that could identify research subjects, including by association.

- While audiovisual materials can be important data, they also pose particular challenges in confidentiality and anonymity. They should be used with caution, and only with the explicit permission of all people appearing in these materials. Research subjects should have the opportunity to request the destruction of such audiovisual materials in which they appear at any time.

- Minimize Harm and Maximize Benefits of Research

- Researchers build on and collaborate with similar research to avoid over-researching some populations.

- Researchers should avoid sensitive and potentially re-traumatizing topics—such as sexual violence and torture—except when they are directly relevant to the research topic. In these cases, external resources and services must be identified and readily available in case a referral is necessary. All efforts will be made to minimize harm.

- All efforts should be made to include a diversity of perspectives in research studies, with specific recruitment strategies and methodology to include differential perspectives and research needs based on age, gender, sexuality, ability, class, race, education, literacy, and language.

- Researchers should ensure maximum dissemination of research results in relevant languages and in multiple media (oral, written, visual) and clearly indicate to research subjects where such research results will be available.
Appendix 1  
**Checklist for Researchers**  
1. Do I need ethics approval for this project? If so, how can this be obtained?  
2. Where applicable, have I shared my ethics protocol with relevant partners?  
3. Who will benefit from this research?  
4. Who else is doing research on this topic and with this population? Have we coordinated efforts to avoid over-researching?  
5. What are the potential limits to confidentiality? What strategies do I have in place to deal with situations where criminality, exploitation, or self-harm are disclosed?  
6. Who is not included in my proposed research? How can I facilitate the participation of these individuals?  
7. How will I include relevant partners in all phases of my project: from design to dissemination? What mechanisms and protocols are in place to ensure full participation?  
8. Have I factored into my project budget compensation for the time and other resources non-academic partners invest in research, including as respondents, serving on advisory committees, recruiting other respondents, and facilitating the participation of other respondents?  

Appendix 2  
**Checklist for Organizations and Individuals Working in Contexts of Forced Migration Who Are Approached to Participate in Research**  
1. If required, has the researcher obtained ethics clearance from the home institution? If so, has the researcher provided a copy of the ethics approval documents, as well as the contact information for the institution's research ethics board? If no ethics clearance processes are in place, how will the principles of consent, confidentiality, and harm reduction be assessed and applied?  
2. Does the researcher have an appropriate voluntary, informed consent process?  
3. How will we communicate with our clients and colleagues so that they understand that they do not have to participate in the research in order to continue to receive our services?  
4. How will the privacy and confidentiality of data be ensured?  
5. What are the processes in place in case research reveals criminality, exploitation, or self-harm?  
6. Who is not included in the research? What modifications and strategies could facilitate the participation of these individuals?  
7. How will the researcher share the results of the research, including anonymized data?
Appendix 3: Related Resources

Related Ethical Guidelines and Protocols
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